Time is material. Time is qualitative. Time is quantitative. Time is order. Time is landscape.

TO BE CONTINUED...

Tuesdays 1.30-4.30 (wks 1, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10)
Thursdays wks 2, 3, 8, 11, 12 (wkshops + site visits)
Fridays 9.30-12.30 (wks 1-12 except when we have all day workshops)
sites include 5 minutes, 9pm + Truganina Explosives Reserve, Altona
To Be Continued…
is premised on the notion of landscape as a temporal continuum and will explore design processes which engage with the gap that exists between how we understand time as comprising of equal, linear increments and how we experience time, in often disjointed and non-linear ways. Through experimentation, invention and built installation, the studio seeks to discover techniques that explore how, through design, space can register, generate, adapt and respond to change.